
Transition to Cloud with 
Microsoft Teams

Take advantage of integrated tools to simplify work,
helping you do your best on any device

Build better connections to feel closer to colleagues
and the organization

Microsoft Teams
The hub for teamwork that helps drive more effective and secure meetings

Store relevant files, notes, and 
ongoing chats in a shared space

Create better content together

Organize your team in a shared 
workspace to chat, meet, create, and 
make decisions as a team

Office apps built right in, making 
@mentions and real-time
co-authoring easy

Work together with trust and 
confidence thanks to version history 
and trusted cloud locations

Give secure file access to colleagues and 
external partners without compromising 
your work

Leverage the power of AI to make 
your work even better

Create content with assistance from 
AI like Word editor for maximum 
readability or PowerPoint 
design suggestions

Learn more about how Microsoft Teams can help your team collaborate better together.

Learn more about online meetings and read how Microsoft Teams is the only calling and meeting solution to be 
positioned highest for Ability to Execute in both the Gartner UCaaS and Meeting Solutions Magic Quadrants

Microsoft Teams for collaboration

Microsoft Teams for effective connections

A unified experience to help you do your best work no matter where you are

Calling, meeting, video, chat, presentation tools, Live Events, and webinars

Teams was designed to help you and your organization make the most of your time. Whether you’re on the go, at your desk, or 
working remotely, Teams has a unified experience to keep you connected—both inside and outside your organization

Meet from anywhere
Chat, meet, and call individuals 

inside and outside your organization

Collaborate with others
Access your files and data from any 
activated device, anywhere, on any 

platform, at any time

Improve experience
Access Teams meetings across 

devices wherever you are: at home, 
in the office, or on the go

Connect and collaborate with one platform for all business partners

Share and edit files in real time with integrated Office 365 apps

Get a fluid, familiar experience across PC, mobile, web, and meeting rooms

Manage multiple Bookings calendars to reduce repetitive tasks

Download as app for Windows, macOS, iOS and Android – or in a browser

Feel connected, even when you’re apart

Have more control over how you see content and 
meeting participants

Everyone has a voice, and their voice should 
be heard

Stay in the know across the company through 
leadership communications and engagement

Dynamic view optimizes and maximizes shared 
content and video participants

Improve corporate visibility through leadership 
connections with up to 20k attendees (live and 
on-demand)

Follow along with what is said and who is saying it 
with live captions

Live reactions and polls to share feedback with 
all participants

Learn more about Dynamic View in Microsoft Teams. 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-teams/collaboration?rtc=1
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-teams/online-meetings
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-teams-public-preview/now-in-public-preview-dynamic-view/m-p/2264831

